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THE MINERAL INDUSTRY OF

GHANA
By George J. Coakley

Ghana is a West African country with an area of 238,540 (PMMC) to promote the development of small-scale gold
square kilometers, 17.5 million people and a per capita gross and diamond mining in Ghana and to purchase the output of
domestic product  of $1,400.   Its economic growth rate  was such mining, either directly or through licensed buyers. The1

5%, led by gold, timber and cocoa production.  Ghana was Minerals and Mining (Amendment) Act of 1994 reduced the
the second largest gold producer in Africa, after South 45% general mining corporate tax rate to 35%, the same as
Africa.  It also was the third largest African producer of that imposed on other industries.
aluminum metal and manganese ore and a significant The Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources oversees all
producer of bauxite and diamonds.  Surpassing the historical aspects of the Ghanaian mineral economy and is the grantor
role of cocoa as the leading export, gold has been, since of mineral exploration and mining leases. Within the
1992, Ghana's single most valuable export.  Stimulated by a Ministry, the Minerals Commission has responsibility for
new mining law in 1986 and a favorable investment climate, recommending mineral policy, promoting mineral
gold production has grown between 1986 and 1995 at an development, advising the Government on mineral matters,
average annual  rate of 22.5% or about 4.9 metric tons (t) of and serving as a liaison between industry and the
new gold per year.  In 1995 officially reported output of Government. Geologic studies of Ghana are conducted by the
newly mined gold reached a record high of 53.1 t. Geological Survey Department; the Lands Commission

Government Policies and Programs

Restoration of the mining industry continued as a must be reported to the Ghana Chamber of Mines, the
keystone of the ongoing general Economic Recovery Program association of operating mining companies. The Chamber
(ERP), launched in 1983 and structured in consultation with also provides information on Ghana's mining laws to the
the World Bank. A significant early component of this public and negotiates with the mine labor unions on behalf
program was the adoption of a the mining code, the Minerals of its member companies. The Ministry of Fuel and Power
and Mining Law 1986 (PNDCL 153).  In addition to this formulates Ghanaian energy policy and issues licenses for
mining legislation, the ERP sought to improve the general both onshore and offshore petroleum and natural gas
economy through a combination of improved investment exploration.
laws, a relaxation of foreign exchange restrictions, and the Mining and the associated growth of communities has led
privatization of the large State-owned industrial sector, to locally severe deforestation, erosion, and water pollution.
including several mines. In 1994, the Government privatized Where sulfide gold ores have been roasted, there has been air
the Ashanti gold mine, the country's largest, by selling 25% pollution from sulfur and arsenic oxide emissions. Arsenic
of its holding in Ashanti, reducing its equity in the company recovery circuits have now been added to two of  the three
from 55% to 30%.  The Government continued to look for gold processing plants. Mercury to amalgamate gold is
additional  opportunities to privatize other state-run mining widely used by artisanal miners in Ghana and by the Dunkwa
operations, in addition to the sale of the Tarkwa (1994) and placer gold mine. Artisanal usage in particular has led to
Dunkwa(1995) mining assets of the State Gold Mining Corp. mercury contamination of rivers. Until recently,

Legislation affecting mining and mineral exploration in environmental issues were not a high priority in Government
Ghana includes the Additional Profits Tax Law, 1985 planning, but now all new mining operations are required to
(PNDCL 122); the Minerals Commission Law, 1986 conduct and submit environmental impact studies and to plan
(PNDCL 154); and the Minerals (Royalties) Regulations, their operations to minimize environmental damage.
1987 (LI 1349). The Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Similarly, rehabilitation of existing mines now includes
Law, 1984 (PNDCL 84), controls petroleum-related environmental planning.  The Environmental Protection
activities. Regulation of artisanal gold mining is set forth in Agency was established in 1994, and draft guideline
the Small-Scale Gold Mining Law, 1989 (PNDCL 218). The environmental regulations were issued. A portion of mining
Precious Minerals Marketing Corporation Law, 1989 royalties are now directed to an environmental remediation
(PNDCL 219), set up the Precious Minerals Marketing Corp. fund, particularly to address problems in the artisanal sector.

maintains records of exploration licenses and mining leases;
and the Mines Department has authority in mine safety
matters. All mine accidents and other safety problems also
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Production

As shown in table 1,  production levels of Ghana's major $350 million in 1994.  Import data for 1995 were not
mineral commodities in 1995 were mixed.  Gold and bauxite available,  but are estimated to be at about the same level as
production increased about 20% and 54%, respectively, from 1994.  Data on imports of mine and mill equipment,
those of 1994.  Output of aluminum declined by  4.3%, explosives, and reagents, such as sodium cyanide, were
diamond by,  14.6%, and manganese, by  10%.    Reported unavailable, but the value probably exceeded $200 million
sales of artisanal gold production to the Precious Minerals for the year.
Marketing Corp. (PMMC) increased by 120% in 1995 over
that of 1994.  However, an unknown quantity of artisanal
gold production is undocumented either due to theft, internal
consumption for jewelery and traditional gold ceremonial Through privatization programs, the Government has
artifacts, or due to alleged smuggling into Cote dIvoire or greatly reduced its once-dominant stake in the cement and
Togo where the French West African franc (CFA) is more gold industries, but has  maintained a controlling interest in
convertible.  Data were lacking for this commerce and Ghana Consolidated Diamonds Ltd,  Ghana Bauxite Co. Ltd.
estimates of its magnitude are not included in table 1.  Power (GBC), Ghana National Manganese Corporation (GNMC)
supply problems continued to beleaguer the Volta Aluminum and the state-run Steelworks Co.   Negotiations to privatize
Company’s (VALCO)  aluminum smelter and metal some of these  companies were underway.   Late in 1995 the
production continued at  about two-thirds of capacity in 1995 Government signed an agreement with Elkem International
 Cement was the main mineral commodity produced chiefly of Norway (Elkem) to assist the State-owned GNMC with
for local consumption. operation of the Nsuta manganese mine.  It was not clear,

Trade

Virtually all  Ghana's primary mineral production is Carbide of the United States. 
exported, as is much of its secondary, or value-added, Efforts to attract foreign investment in recent years have
mineral output.  In 1995, according to the Ghana Minerals brought in a wide range of companies from  Australia,
Commission, the value of all primary mineral commodity Canada, the Netherlands, South Africa, the United Kingdom,
exports was  $682 million, or about 45% of total exports. and the United States that now hold controlling interests in
Gold exports, valued at $651.1 million, accounted for 95% most of the current gold mines in Ghana.  In addition, about
of all  mineral commodity exports.    Because the true value 20 Canadian junior exploration companies were actively
of Ghana's diamond and gold exports was unknown due to exploring for gold during the year.   The American company,
alleged smuggling, estimates of this commerce varied widely. Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Co. (Kaiser), maintains a
 A complicating factor was that the  flow of diamonds and longstanding  90% interest in the VALCO  aluminum
gold was informally reported both in and out of the country. smelter.
Ghana, in particular, appeared to be an entrepot for smuggled
diamonds produced elsewhere in Africa.  Ghana would be a
likely destination for artisanal diamond from both Liberia
and Sierra Leone, whose economies have been disrupted by
civil wars in recent years.   Although most official Ghanaian
diamond exports were to Belgium and/or India, U.S. customs
data have, in recent years, included imports of stones directly
from Ghana in the range of 200,000 to 950,000 carats per
year, worth $40 million to $126 million. The overall and
average per carat values of these stones are too high for the
bulk of them to be Ghanaian production.   Ghana's main
processed or secondary mineral commodity export was
aluminum, which is toll-refined in Ghana from imported
alumina.  On the basis of the average price of aluminum in
1995 of $0.86 per pound,  aluminum exports were worth
about $256 million, of which an estimated $90 million was
the Ghanaian value-added component.  Other  mineral export
values included  $13.8 million of diamond, $10.5 million of
bauxite and $6.8 million of manganese ore.

Ghana's mineral commodity imports were dominated by

petroleum products, alumina, fertilizers, and clinker for
cement. Imports of these are estimated to have totaled about

Structure of the Mineral Industry

however,  as to whether Elkem acquired an equity position
under the agreement.   The Government had  taken over2

control of the mine in 1973 from a subsidiary of Union

Commodity Review

Metals

Aluminum. —Ghana's sole producer of aluminum, the
VALCO  smelter, had its lowest output since 1986 because
of drought-induced power disruptions and rationing.   The
smelter at Tema Harbor, toll- processes alumina supplied by
Kaiser and its minority shareholder, Reynolds Aluminum
Co., into primary aluminum. Long-term tolling contracts
provide for proportionate payments by the participants in
amounts intended to pay not less than all  VALCO's
operating and financing costs.  According to Kaiser’s 1995
annual 10-K report to the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission,  power for the VALCO  smelter is supplied
under an agreement with the Volta River Authority that
expires in 2017.  The agreement indexes two-thirds of the
price of the contract quantity of power from the Volta
hydroelectric dam to the market price of primary aluminum.
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The agreement also provides for a review and adjustment of Work began in 1995 on the new Stonewall Shaft to access
the base power rate and the price index every 5 years.  The new reserves in the southern end of the Obuasi Mine.
most recent review was completed in April 1994 for the 1994 The Sansu Sulfide Treatment Plant (STP), which is the
to 1998 period.  VALCO has entered into an agreement with world's largest bio-oxidation gold treatment facility, added
the Government of Ghana under which the company has been it’s fourth train of Gencor designed, BIOX reactors in 1995.
assured (except in cases of force majeure, such as from Bio-oxidation is an environmentally benign, low-cost method
drought) that it will receive sufficient electric power to of treating sulfide gold ores, especially those of too low a
operate at its current level of three and one-half potlines grade to justify the cost of roasting or other oxidizing
(68% of capacity) through December 31, 1996. processes. The process can handle arsenopyritic (high-3

Ghana's only bauxite mine,  operated by GBC  at Awaso, arsenic) ores. Originally intended to handle open-pit sulfide
produces chemical-grade bauxite ore primarily for export to ores, the STP also processed underground material during the
Europe. Bauxite storage and shiploading facilities at year. The STP's operational efficiency was above that
Takoradi have been expanded in recent years and have expected in 1995 as it processed 2.5 Mt , 19% above design
contributed to a near doubling of mine production between capacity.  The STP had a gold recovery rate of  77.6% and
1993 and 1995 to 697,000 t.  In 1995, GBC was able to contributed 40% of the company’s gold output.
export 76% of mine production  via train through Takoradi  Ashanti has also upgraded the old Pompora Treatment
compared with only 61% in 1994. Plant (PTP), and constructed several new treatment plants,

Gold.—Overall production of gold increased 20% from
that of 1994.  Although expansion projects at  Ashanti
Goldfields Company Ltd.’s operations at Obuasi have been
responsible for much of this increase, a significant
contribution also has come from two new mines that opened
in 1995 — Cluff Resources Plc.’s Ayanfuri mine and the
Obenemasi Gold Mines Limited operation.  This brings to
seven the number of  major open pit mines that have been
opened from 1988 to 1995 [one has closed subsequently, as
have a few small placer and/or tailings reprocessing
operations]. Of the 12 formal gold mines in operation in
Ghana in 1995,  six accounted for a total of 89% of the
recorded gold output of the country. These six mines were:
Ashanti’s Obuasi mine  (55.8%), Teberebie (13.8%),
Iduapriem (7.3%), Bogosu (6.3%), Ayanfuri (3.3%) and
Tarkwa (2.6%).  A breakdown of gold production by mine
for 1991-1995 is shown in table 2.

One of the richest gold mines in the world, the Ashanti
mining complex at Obuasi,  increased production by 13% in
1995 to 29,137.5 kilograms (kg), somewhat less than their
31,103 kg ( 1-million-troy-ounce) target.  The mine exploits
quartz and sulfide ores from a steeply dipping vein and shear
zone system in lower Proterozoic greenstones of the Birimian
Series. Gold ore grades have averaged about 20 grams per
metric ton (g/t) of gold for much of the mine's century-long
history, but have declined in recent years as the ratio of
quartz to sulfide underground ore has decreased and as large
quantities of lower grade surface ores and tailings have
begun to be mined.  According to the Ashanti Annual Report
for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1995, the Obuasi
underground mine, which accounts for about 40% of total
production, delivered 1.47 million tons (Mt) of ore to the
mill with an average grade of 9.3 g/t.  At the Obuasi surface
operations, 5.9 Mt of mixed oxide, transition and sulfide ores
were mined from 16 open pits with ore grades ranging from
0.84 g/t to 5.26 g/t (heap-leach material) .    The ore was
processed at 4 treatment plants and a heap-leach operation.

mostly to handle the Sansu surface ores and to retreat old
tailings.  The PTP processed 1.32 Mt of ore with a
metallurgical recovery rate of 81.7% of the contained gold.
About 45% of the PTP flotation concentrates were sent to the
BIOX plant, and the remainder was roasted.  At the Oxide
Treatment Plant, 3.6 Mt  of material were processed with a
recovery rate of 84.8%.  The retreatment of tailings dams 1
and 2 at the Tailings Treatment Plant was scheduled to be
completed by the end of 1996.  Work began in 1995 on a
second recovery facility to begin treating another series of
tailings dams after 1996.   At the end of the 1995 fiscal year,
Ashanti reported remaining gold reserves of 91.8 Mt at
agrade of  7.1 g/t containing 652,000 kg (20.96 million troy
ounces) of gold, a net increase of 6.5% over taht of 1994,
resulting from discovery of additional reserves at the
southern end of the Obuasi underground mine.

Teberebie Goldfields Ltd., owned by The Pioneer Group,
Inc. of the United States, operates the Teberebie Mine, near
Tarkwa, and exploits the Tarkwaian System banket
conglomerate, that is similar to the Witswatersrand gold
environments of South Africa.  As Ghana's second most
productive gold mine, Teberebie increased its output by 33%
to 7,324 kg.  According to Pioneer’s 10-K report for 1995,
operating costs were affected by higher stripping ratios and
a decrease in ore grade from 1.46 to 1.27 g/t.    Exploration
during the year added an additional 74,647kg (2.4 million
ounces) of gold to audited reserves while total proven and
probable reserves at year-end 1995 were 172 Mt of crushing
ore grading 50 g/t gold and 58.5 Mt  of direct dump
leachable ore grading 18.5 g/t gold.    The Phase III4

expansion of the mine was initiated in 1995 to add a third
heap leach operation and a new near-pit gyratory crusher
which will process ore for both the existing West Plant and
the planned new South Plant. When the expansion is
completed in 1998 the mine will be able to move a total of
48 Mt of waste and 12 Mt  of ore per year raising gold
production to a minimum of 12,400 kilograms per annum
(kg/a). Capital investment of $46 million has been allocated
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for the Phase III expansion in 1996. needed to determine the feasibility of such rehabilitation.
Ghanaian Australian Goldfields, majority owned by The immediate investor interest in the mine was mainly in the

Golden Shamrock of Australia, operated the Iduapriem open gold resources contained in old dumps and tailings and in the
pit mine adjacent to Teberebie.  Gold output increased 5% open pit potential of the concession.  In structuring the
over 1994 levels to 3,866 kg.   For the fiscal year ending Prestea Gold Mining Division of SGMC for privatization the
June 30,  1995 the Iduapriem mill treated 2.1 Mt of ore with Government took the unusual action of splitting up the
a head grade of 1.85% and  a 95.2% recovery rate.   During property into the underground mine and the surface tailings.
the year, funding was arranged to complete expansion of the  Prestea Sankofa Gold Ltd., a joint venture of SAMAX
Iduapriem mill to treat 2.8 million tons per year (Mt/yr)  of Resources Ltd. of the United Kingdom (50.4%), Ghana
low-grade, heap-leachable ore. National Petroleum Co. (39.6%), and the Government

The Bogosu Mine, acquired by Gencor Ltd. of South (10%), was granted an 8-year lease in early 1994 to recover
Africa in 1994 through its purchase of Billiton International gold from the Prestea tailings and dumps.  Prestea Sankofa
Metals B.V. of the Netherlands , is an open pit operation produced 184 kg of gold in its first year of production
exploiting very limited depleting oxide ores  remaining from following the commissioning in May 1995 of  a new
an earlier open pit operation (the Marlu Mine) and 320,000-ton-per- year CIL plant.   This phase one
substantial sulfide ores. The mines processing facilities for investment cost  $7.5 million and is designed to produce up
the sulfide ores, consisting of  floatation, roaster, and carbon- to 680 kilograms per year (kg/yr) from an initial total of 1.8
in leach (CIL) circuits, were inoperable most of the year due Mt of old Prestea calcines, tailings, and  mine waste for at
to problems with the roaster circuit.  Production, primarily least 7 years.  A further 1.4 Mt of mine waste was also being
from oxide ores,  decreased by 2% in 1995 to 3,349 kg. evaluated.
Reserves are sufficient for only one or two more years Financing was obtained by Ghana Gold Mines Ltd of
production. Australia to acquire a 90% interest in  the historic

The British company, Cluff Resources Plc.'s, owned  85% Konongo/Obenemasi gold concession, located 50 km east of
of the new Ayanfuri Mine that was completed in October Kumasi, aand that was recently owned by Southern Cross
1994 and fully commissioned in  May 1995.   The mine Mining Ltd.  The mine was closed in 1992.   Operating as
produced 1,744 kg of gold in its first full year of heap- Obenemasi Gold Mines Ltd,  the company installed a
leaching operations. Mineralization at Ayanfuri is unusual 300,000 metric tons per year mobile carbon-in-pulp  (CIP)
for Ghana in that the gold is found in weathered granitic plant to treat the remaining oxide ores.  Startup production
rocks and the immediately adjacent Birimian metasediments. in 1995 was 690 kg of gold.   A second phase will look at
The gold can occur free, associated with iron oxides, or developing 1 Mt of proven minable sulfide ore reserves at a
associated with sulfide minerals. Sulfide and oxide gold grade of 5.2 g/t below the Obenemasi open pits.  
resources have been delineated, but the current mine is based Obenemasi occurs within the Tarkwaian System banket
solely on oxide ore.  Proven and probable open pit oxide conglomerate.
reserves, according to Cluff, amount to 6.06 Mt having a Bonte Gold Mines Ltd (Bonte),  increased output by 12%,
gold grade of 1.68 g/t.   In their 1994 annual report, Cluff to 567 kg of gold, from the small alluvial mining operation
reported an additional indicated resource in the underlying on the Esaase concession.  Bonte is owned (85%) by
sulfides of 4.76 Mt of gold ore at a grade of 1.88 g/t. Akrokeri-Ashanti Gold Mines Inc. of Canada.  More

The Tarkwa Mine was the first active gold mine to be than 100 companies including a majority form  Australia,
privatized in Ghana.  Gold Fields of South Africa acquired Canada, Europe, Ghana,  South Africa, and the United States
majority control in  mid-1993 from the SGMC.  Gold Fields were actively exploring for gold in 1995. A number of
doubled production from the old underground workings in advanced gold projects were underway.   The largest project
1994 and 1995 compared  to that of 1993.   The company continued to be  at the old Bibiani Mine area, owned by
announced the results of further exploration drilling that International Gold Resources Corp (IGR) of Canada.   Based
identified a measured and indicated resource of 233,000 kg on gold resources outlined during 1994 and 1995 drilling,
(7.5 million troy ounces) of gold in 1995 with additional IGR initiated  a feasibility study in 1995 to redevelop the
potential indicated.  A feasibility study to start a major new mine and to upgrade a Minproc 200-ton-per-day  CIP plant
mining project also began during the year. originally commissioned  in 1987.  With expenditures by

Production at the Prestea Mine  increased  by 38%to 840 yearend 1995 of more than $3 million, IGR earned its 50%
kg over 1994. This old underground mine was operated by farm-in interest in the property from the Ghana-Libyan Arab
the State Gold Mining Corp. (SGMC), although negotiations Mining Co. (Glamco)  Ltd.
were underway with Johannesburg Consolidated Investments Work was underway by Abosso Goldfields Ltd., a 90%
Ltd.  of South Africa to purchase the operation. The mine owned subsidiary of the Australian company  Ranger
complex was in need of extensive rehabilitation of the Minerals NL, to open a mine on the Damang deposit, an
underground workings and  the antiquated mill needed to be extension of the old Abosso underground mine adjacent to
replaced. A great deal of reserve delineation drilling was the Tarkwa Mine.   At the end of 1995,  Ranger reported an

5
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estimated resource at the Damang quartz vein stockwork rehabilitate the existing mill, manage the mine, market the
deposit  of 18.13 Mt at a grade of 3.04 g/t gold at  a 1.0 g/t diamonds, and do sufficient additional bulk sampling for a
gold cutoff.    feasibility study.  During 1994, work at the mill consolidated6

Associated Goldfields NL  of Australia had reported a the two existing plants into one and installed a heavy-media
total resource of 21.9 Mt at a grade of 1.95 g/t gold, separation circuit.  This helped the mine increase production
including total reserves of 10.15 Mt at 2.12 g/t at its  Obaton significantly in 1994, although reported output may have
Project, located 40 km northwest  of Obuasi.   A  study was included a significant contribution from licensed artisanal7

being conducted to examine the feasibility of putting the "tribute" miners working the margins of the property.
deposit into production during 1996 or 1997.  Obaton is Following the results of the feasibility study, De Beers
owned by Associated Goldfields (82.5%) ,  the  Government withdrew  from the project in 1995.  Production in 1995
(10%), and by Obaton Minerals Company Ltd  (7.5%). dropped 12% to 293,880 carats.

Glencar Explorations Plc. of Ireland, which owned 45% Apart from Akwatia, diamond production in Ghana during
of Wassa Holdings Limited, reported promising exploration the year was from widespread artisanal workings. The true
results from drilling at the Wassa project.   Minable reserves level of artisanal output was unknown because of
were estimated to be 14.7 Mt at a grade of 1.8 g/t gold. undocumented sales and exports.    Except for sales to De
Glencar will begin a mine feasibility study in 1996, as well Beers, legal sales of artisanal output were to the PMMC,
as  additional drilling to outline more reserves,.  The Wassa which recorded purchases of 337,457 carats during the year,
property is about 35 km northeast of Tarkwa. a decline of 17% from those of 1994.  An estimated 80% of

Manganese.—Ghana Manganese Corporation’s  Nsuta
Mine  has been the only significant producer of manganese
ore in Ghana.  The mine produces manganese oxide and
carbonate ores, as well as a transitional ore referred to as
"Carbox."  Total production of manganese ore in 1995 was
217,329 t, a 19% decline from that of 1994 levels that Limestone.—A new company, Limestone Products
reflected, in part, diminished reserves of oxide ore.   Except (Ghana) Ltd., was formed in 1994 to supply limestone and
for a few hundred tons of battery-grade oxide ore sold to lime to the gold mining industry and for water treatment.
local battery companies and very small amounts sold to gold The company's limestone crushing and lime processing
processing plants, all  the mine's ore sales were exports. facilities, near Takoradi, also provides storage for imported
Exports in 1995 amounted to 186,901 t — a decrease of lime and limestone.  The company was examining local
24%.  Apart from unfavorable world manganese ore prices, deposits of sea shells along with a  nearby limestone deposit
the Nsuta Mine's total production also has been constrained as feed sources. The prime customer for the company was its
by limited rail capacity to Takoradi Harbor.  The railroad is joint venture owner, Ashanti Goldfields, which required
also shared with the Awaso bauxite mine. quicklime, hydrated lime, limestone, and shells  for its BIOX

Industrial Minerals

Diamonds.—Following years of declining production,
deterioration of plant facilities, exhaustion of traditional
alluvial diamond reserves, and higher mining costs
associated with more distant reserves, the Government began Reserves
seeking buyers for Ghana Consolidated Diamonds (GCD’s)
Akwatia diamond mine in 1990.  In late 1991, GCD
announced that an 80% stake in the mine would be sold to a
joint venture between Lazare Kaplan International (LKI) of
the United States and Inco Ltd. of Canada. When Inco
dropped out of the venture in early 1993, LKI continued to
market the diamonds,  previously  sold to the PMMC,  while
another operating partner was sought.  In late 1993,
Ghanaian Parliament  approved a joint-venture option
agreement between LKI and De Beers Centenary AG of
Switzerland. A new company, Birim River Diamond Ltd,
was to be formed with LKI and De Beers each having 40%
and the Government, 20%. As part of the option, De Beers,
in early 1994, entered into an 18-month contract to

Ghanaian diamond output is gem quality.   
Several Canadian companies continued with diamond

exploration in the general Akwatia area.  Most work targeted
placer deposits, but one company was also evaluating newly
discovered metakimberlites on its concession.

gold recovery circuit.  In 1995,  Ashanti reduced its
participation from 51% to 50% with the remaining 50% held
by Carmeuse S.A. of Belgium, one of the world’s leading
companies in the lime products industry.  Carmeuse was to
pursue other domestic and regional markets.

GBC claimed that it has access to bauxite reserves at
Awaso sufficient to support a mine life of 100 years, while
reporting proven reserves at the end of 1994 of 29.5 Mt.
Mining plans in 1994 called for output to be expanded to
500,000 t/yr and eventually to be doubled to  1 Mt/yr.  As
reported by the director of the Ghana Geological Survey
Department, the country has significant bauxite reserves
outside the Awaso area, namely about 60 kilometers (km)
west of Kumasi, and those near Kibi. These have been
extensively drill sampled. The deposits near Kumasi have an
inventory totaling 278 Mt at a grade range of  48.9% to 51%
alumina and 2.8% to 4.4% silica. The Kibi area bauxite
resource totals 120 Mt  ranging in grade from 40.8% to
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45.7% alumina and 1.8% to 3.9% silica. remained in poor condition except for rehabilitated sections8

Ghana has large gold resources, although summation of of the western line. This line is the export route for the
them is complicated by the different reserve reporting country's manganese ore and bauxite and provides logistical
methods used by various companies. Published data from the support to the major gold-producing area.
existing mines and for certain advanced projects indicate a Ghana's major ports are Takoradi and Tema.  All  the
total defined Ghanaian resource for year-end 1995  in the country's manganese ore and bauxite shipments are through
range of 1,300 to 1,500 t of contained gold. The Ashanti Takoradi. Tema, a shallow, dredged harbor, handles the
Mine had about 45% of this inventory.  Available needs of the VALCO aluminum smelter.  Both ports handle
information on reserves and resources of gold at individual imports of clinker for cement.
mines are discussed earlier in the text.   Ghana's total gold In 1994, Ghana's electrical generating capacity remained
resources, which  are undoubtedly larger than those reported, at about 1,185 megawatts (MW), of which 1,072 MW was
are based on the known extent of host rocks, the widespread from hydropower. Because of greatly reduced water levels in
artisanal production of gold, and the existence of a number the reservoirs, power disruptions and rationing were
of closed old mines, many of which shut down without common, and electricity exports to neighboring countries
having depleted their gold resources and which have not yet were terminated in 1994.
been re-evaluated.

The only large established manganese ore reserves in
Ghana are at the Nsuta Mine, although several other deposits
are known.  As of the end of 1994, minable reserves, were Fostered by a favorable political and investment climate,
222,600 t of manganese oxide and 4,326,300 t of manganese the prospects for continued development of the mining sector
carbonate ore according to the Ghana Chamber of Mines of theGhanaian economy looked promising.  Gold should
1994 Annual Report continue to lead growth  in the minerals sector and in the

Ghana's large diamond resources are  based on known overall economy having overtaken cocoa as the leading
reserves at the Akwatia Mine and the widespread artisanal export.  The aggressive expansion of operations by Ashanti;
production of diamonds. The Akwatia Mine's remaining the post privatization revitalization of the SGMC holdings
reserves are virtually all in river or raised terrace gravels and the potential for ongoing exploration to add 1 to 3 new
along the Birim River.  According to the company, proven mines a year should see annual gold production approach 2
reserves in these gravels delineated by the United Nations million ounces (62,200 kg)  in the near future.   However, the
(UN) during a drilling program from 1980 to 1983, introduction of internationally accepted environmental
amounted to about 15 million cubic meters grading about 1.1 standards by the Government  may slow the rate of
carats per cubic meter.  Subsequent drilling at the mine has exploration and development.   Due to persistent droughts,
increased this inventory substantially and suggest that total domestic energy supply, especially hydroelectric power, will
resources were about double those determined by the UN. remain a problem,  particularly for the aluminum industry
Unlike the richer diamond fields in Sierra Leone and Guinea and the expanding needs of the gold industry.
very few large, gem quality stones are found at Akwatia.  The
departure of two potential major international mining
company investors, including De Beers,  in recent years from
Akwatia, however, puts the economics of the deposits in
question.  Kimberlites now have been found in the area, but
the  diamond resources potential is still being evaluated.

Ghana's oil and gas resources are not well known,
although recent drilling programs have tested resources in a
2 of the  fields. Published data are contradictory, for both
fuels.  Natural gas reserves in the North and South Tano
Fields were however, believed by the Government to be
adequate to supply a thermal powerplant to be constructed
along the western coast.

Infrastructure

Ghana's road infrastructure is concentrated in the south
and southwestern parts of the country. Apart from some of
the  roads between the main cities, much of the country's road
network  remained in poor condition, unsuitable for transport
of bulk mineral commodities. Ghana's railroad infrastructure
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TABLE 1
GHANA: PRODUCTION OF MINERAL COMMODITIES 1/

Commodity 2/ 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 e/
Aluminum:
   Bauxite, gross weight thousand metric tons 324 r/ 399 r/ 365 r/ 452 r/ 697 3/
    Metal, smelter, primary do. 175 180 175 141 135 3/
Arsenic, trioxide e/ metric tons 500 4,500 9,000 8,000 8,000
Cement, hydraulic 4/ thousand metric tons 750 1,020 1,200 1,350 1,300
Diamond: e/
    Gem e/ thousand carats 550 r/ 525 r/ 473 r/ 592 r/ 506
    Industrial e/ do. 138 r/ 131 r/ 118 r/ 148 r/ 126
       Total 5/ do. 688 r/ 656 r/ 591 r/ 740 r/ 632 3/
Gold 6/ kilograms 26,323 r/ 31,319 r/ 38,245 r/ 43,824 r/ 53,141 3/
Manganese:
     Ore, processed thousand metric tons 326 353 295 e/ 265 217 3/
     Mn content e/ do. 122 133 115 101 91
Petroleum, refinery products:
        Liquefied petroleum gas thousand 42-gallon barrels 186 197 40 365 r/ 400
        Gasoline do. 1,790 1,800 325 1,825 r/ 1,900
        Jet fuel do. 376 384 100 365 r/ 400
        Kerosene do. 760 798 200 1,095 r/ 2,000
        Distillate fuel oil do. 1,570 1,580 400 e/ 1,460 r/ 1,500
        Residual fuel oil do. 1,870 1,900 475 2,190 r/ 2,200
        Other including refinery fuel and losses e/                        do. 778 r/ 801 r/ 210 r/ 365 r/ 400
             Total e/ do. 7,330 7,460 1,750 3/ 7/ 7,665 r/ 3/ 8,800
Salt e/ thousand metric tons 50 50 50  50 50
Silver, content of gold ore e/ kilograms 1,320 1,550 1,960 2,230 2,660
Steel, crude e/ thousand metric tons 27 25 25 25 25
e/ Estimated.  r/ Revised.
1/ Table includes data available through June 23, 1997.
2/ In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clays, sand and gravel, and stone) are produced, as is limestone for
processing of some gold ore.  Output of these commodities is not reported and information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels.
3/ Reported figure.
4/ All from imported clinker.
5/ Production, in thousand carats, includes that of Akwatia Mine (1991--146, 1992--214, 1993--214, 1994--356, 1995--294),  and  PMMC  purchases of
artisanal production (1991--542, 1992--480, 1993--376, 1994--406, 1995--338).    Estimates of unreported artisanal production not included.
6/ Does not include estimate of smuggled production.
7/ Refinery was reported closed for maintenance for much of the year.

TABLE 2
GHANA:  GOLD PRODUCTION BY COMPANY AND MINE

(Kilograms)

Company Mine 1991 1992  1993 1994 1995
Ashanti Goldfields Co. Obuasi  Complex UG &OP 19,302 21,390 23,830 26,548 29,138
Billiton Bogosu Gold Bogosu  OP 1,993 2,428 2,784 3,402 3,349
Bonte Gold Mines Ltd. Esaase  placer -- -- 227 508 567
Cluff Resources Plc. Ayanfuri  OP                                   --                                  --                                 -- 139 1,744
Dunkwa Continental Goldfields Dunkwa   placer 1/ 174 145 122 97 104
Ghanaian Australian Goldfields Iduapriem  OP -- -- 3,835 3,689 3,866
Goldenrae Mining Co. Ltd. Goldenrae  placer 183 79 -- -- --
Gold Fields (Ghana) Ltd. Tarkwa UG  2/ 861 827 557 1,224 1,382
Obenemasi Gold Mines Ltd. Konongo/Obenemasi  OP 3/ 380 46 -- -- 690
Prestea Goldfields Ltd. (SGMC) Prestea  UG 708 525 654 612 840
Prestea Sankofa Gold Ltd. Prestea tailings  4/ --                                  --                                 --                                 -- 184
Teberebie Goldfields Ltd. Teberebie  OP 2,471 4,000 5,129 5,514 7,324
PMMC Artisanal workings  5/ 240 538 1,093 1,772 3,898
       Total 26,323 31,319 38,910 41,270 53,141
UG = underground;  OP = open pit
1/ Acquired from SGMC in 1995.
2/ Acquired from SGMC in 1993.
3/ Owned/operated by Southern Cross Mining Co. in 1991-92.
2/ Acquired from SGMC in 1994.
5/ Includes 8  to 110 kg/yr  byproduct gold from Ghana Consolidated Diamonds Ltd.'s Akwatia Mine.

Source: Ghana Minerals Commission


